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Category 1
SAI SKILLS TRAINING CENTRES AND SMALL BUSINESS FUNDING (SBF)

1.A
Skills training Projects in Tursunzoda
Objectives:
A. To train underprivileged women and men in a new skill in order to open up more possibilities for
them to find work.
B. To empower underprivileged people to begin their own business by:




Training them well in a skill.
For those who excel in learning to provide equipment grants (SBF – Small Business
Funding) so that they can begin a small business.
To provide 6 months follow ups on SBF recipients in order to help them work through
business problems that they encounter and continue to teach them more business
principles.

C. To provide a nurturing environment to learn new skills and put them to use.

People Focus:
Underprivileged women, the poor, divorced, widowed; young adults with only one parent and those
with a disability.
Location:
Skills Training Center in Tursunzoda.

Activities:
1. We successfully finished 4 computer courses.
2. We successfully finished 3 sewing courses.
3. We handed out 66 certificates to students from the sewing course and the computer course
who qualified to have them.
4. We visited the students’ houses from the sewing courses to make sure they qualified for our
program, and to see if they were SBF recipient candidates.
5. We handed 8 SBFs to students from the Sewing Courses who excelled in their work.
6. We taught 6 monthly business lessons to most of the SBF recipients as required by our
follow-up program.
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Sewing Course

Computer

Course

Handing out
SBFs

Statistics:
Sewing students who successfully completed the course: 27
Computer students who successfully completed the course: 39
Total students on the above subjects this year: 115
SKILLS TRAINING IN TOURISM (in the same Centre in Tursunzoda)
Objectives:
To organize courses for developing skills in specific areas related to work in the tourism industry.
Activities:
1. We ran two “Elementary English” courses.
2. We started a “Pre-Intermediate English” course. However, once the academic year ended,
most of the participants, for various reasons, couldn’t continue attending our course. So we
eventually decided to terminate the course.
3. We arranged and paid for a consultant from Dushanbe to spend several days assessing the
state of the handicraft sector in and around Tursunzoda. Later she gave us a report on her
findings, and we discussed training programs we could potentially run. Eventually we hired
her to organize some hospitality training for artisans who would like to invite tourists to their
homes.
4. In light of the ongoing economic challenges related to COVID-19, the project contributed
money for the distribution of food products to needy families. SAI office staff purchased the
products (flour (50 kg/family), pasta, rice, peas, cooking oil, sugar, eggs, meat)—plus soap—
and organized the distribution. Most of the recipients were families of current or former
students of SAI courses.
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Students in an “Elementary English” course
playing a game

The handicraft consultant with one of the
artisans she visited

Artisans receiving training in hosting tourists

Food products being loaded into cars, ready for
distribution.

Statistics:
• Number of students who belatedly completed the “Tourism English” course and received a
certificate: 1
• Number of “Elementary English” courses held: 2.
• Number of students who completed an “Elementary English” course and received a certificate:
14.
• Number of students who started an “Elementary English” course but did not successfully
complete it: 3.
• Number of students who started the “Pre-Intermediate English” course (which we ended up
having to terminate): 6.
• Number of needy families to whom food products were distributed: 25
Staffing : 6 local people and 2 expats.
Amount spent on Tourism classes:

105,601.43 TJS

Amount spent on the other subjects: 202,347.22 TJS
Total amount spent:

307.948,65 TJS
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1.B
Skills Training Centre in Kulob

Objectives:
Training underprivileged women and men in skills to be able to work and to earn an income for
themselves and households
People Focus:
Many ladies in need, mostly divorced, widow, girls with one parent, ladies with disability,
unemployed men, people who want to develop their computer skills
Location:
Kulob Centre and surrounding Region; Eastern Khatlon
Activities:
1. Sewing skills course
1) Four courses have been finished till November and 23 students have successfully
completed the courses and certificates were earned by all of them.
2) SBFs with sewing machines have been given to the best of the students and these
students are being followed up. Unfortunately we were unable to give out too many
SBFs because:
- There were only a few candidates who were able to run a business with the
equipment and with the level of their skills.
2. Computer skills course
1) Three courses have been finished till October and 15 students have been successfully
completed the courses and we were able to give certificates to all of them.
2) A new computer trainer has been employed from May and three computer courses have
been completed with the new trainer. However, the trainer had to leave the job because
of her marriage in October and the computer skills course has been closed temporarily
since then.
3) We have bought 10 notebooks for the computer skills course and the teaching time and
quality of lessons have improved, in spite of frequent electricity blackouts.
One SDA ( Sponsor Disbursement Aid) was given to a computer student, who is working
at an private orphanage. We have provided a notebook and a printer for the orphanage
3. Knitting course
1) A knitting course has been started at the skills training centre and we have employed a
new knitting trainer and trained her for three months and prepared the lessons.
2) A third and fourth knitting course were started at the skills training centre with the new
trainer from August and two courses have been successfully completed with each 7
students and certificates were given to the graduates. Some of them have already
received orders to sell their products.
4. Electricity skills course
1) A new electric skills course was started with an electricity expert. We employed a local
electricity trainer and trained him and prepared the lesson with the expert.
2) It has been an opportunity for men to learn a skill and find a job. However, there was a
challenge to find applicants for the course.
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5. Sheep husbandry Aid
A SBF for a small sheep husbandry business was given out. Last year we gave an SBF for a
small sheep husbandry business and the beneficiary had bought 64 sheep and other
necessary things for a sheep husbandry. With the profits from last year the first beneficiary
gave 30 sheep to a second beneficiary and the second beneficiary has already started a small
sheep husbandry business as well.

The knitting course

The sewing skills course

The computer course

Small Husbandry Business
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Statistics:
Training

Total
students

Certificate
given

SBFs
given

24
16

Students who
successfully
completed the
course
23
15

Sewing course
Computer
course
Knitting course
Electricity
course
Small sheep
husbandry
business
Total

23
15

2

12
10

7
9

7
9

SDAs
given

1

1

62

54

54

Staffing:
 2 expat volunteers
 4 local workers
Money spent: 228.595,62 TJS
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3

1

1C
SAI –Skills Training Centre in Chorbogh
Activities:
1. 3 Courses were held.
2. Thirteen students out of thirty received SBF, which they can use to start up their own small
business, working from their homes.
3. We visited students’ houses to help select future SBF beneficiaries according to their living
conditions.
4. We had individual meetings with students to help them to improve their class performance.
5. We had a course with graduated students to assist them in their home-based businesses,
sharing business ideas with each other and upgrade their sewing skills.
Providing school textbooks.
Next to the usual skills training we also provided 358 school textbooks to 3 schools (No. 42, 51, 128)
to help the students.

Further assistance, due to the Covid pandemic:
We gave out 54 containers of 5 liters cooking oil to 28 families in need.

Providing text books to 3 schools
to help 11th,12th students

One of SBF beneficiaries from the
Course 11: First lesson
Course
learning the Body
Measurement

Statistics:
Students who completed the courses: 30
SBF: 13 beneficiaries
Staffing: 1 local seamstress and 1 expat worker.
Amount spent:

170,362.34TJS
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CATEGORY 2:
SAI HEALTH PROJECTS

2A
Mother-and-Child Health Project in Khatlon

Objectives:
-

-

Improving the knowledge of local women and village health nurses on maternal and child
health, leading to improved health-seeking behaviour and a decrease in maternal and
neonatal mortality and morbidity.
Training midwives and other health workers in emergency obstetric care and complication
management, to decrease maternal and neonatal mortality and morbidity.

People Focus:
Health workers (nurses, midwives, doctors), community volunteers, community women and their
families

Locations:
Kushoniyon district (formerly Bokhtar district), Vakhsh district

Activities:
1. Training pregnant women about healthy pregnancy, recognising danger signs, childbirth and care
for new-born babies – series of 6 weekly meetings.
2. Teaching mothers-in-law of the pregnant women about how to support their pregnant daughtersin-law to stay healthy during and after pregnancy – 1 meeting per group.
3. Teaching men (husbands and fathers-in-law) about how to support a pregnant woman well – 1
meeting per group.
4. Training midwives and other health workers about breastfeeding.
We started to organise these trainings at the jamoat (subdistrict) level and this worked very well. We
had between 5-15 participants per training and were able to make it very interactive. We have heard
good reports from health workers putting what they learnt into practice. They are able to give
women better advice, and see that it works, which increases their confidence and their standing in
the community.
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5. Covid-19-prevention: handing out ‘hygiene kits’ which contain:
- forehead thermometer + 4 batteries
- 200 masks
- 3L liquid soap in dispenser
- 2L antiseptic in dispenser
We combined this with the abovementioned health worker training. Health workers would only
receive this donation if they attended the training (one per village clinic).
6. Distribution of health education materials:
- pregnancy calendar
750 pregnancy calendars were given training participants
- breastfeeding videos
200 videos were handed out during International Breastfeeding Week (1-10 August)
7. MCH beneficiary meeting
Early November we organised one meeting for a group of beneficiaries from our programme, for
which we also invited the director of the Centre for Healthy Lifestyle (ЗОЖ) in Khatlon and the
directors of Primary Health Care (КАТС) in Kushoniyon and Vakhsh district. During the meeting we
presented what we achieved during the last four years and expressed our gratitude towards
everyone who was involved. 36 people joined this meeting. They all received a copy of the
breastfeeding videos and of the pregnancy calendar.

8. Project evaluations
Because we are finishing a four year project cycle, we visited each village again where we have
worked this year to evaluate our work there. It was good to hear back from our beneficiaries what
they gained from participating in our programme. Changes that we saw were more timely doctor
consultations, women eating a healthier diet, more hospital deliveries and more and longer exclusive
breastfeeding. Also mothers-in-law, husbands and fathers-in-law are taking more responsibility for
the health of the pregnant women in their families. Many reported that they gained a lot of
information from the pregnancy calendar. Health workers who participated in the breastfeeding
training reported that they have more confidence when they give women advice and they are seeing
good results of the advice that they give.

9. Translation of videos on Infant and Young Child Nutrition
After the success of the breastfeeding videos, we are now working on the translation of a series of 11
videos that explain how and what to feed a child from six months and above (from Global Health
Media). This happens in cooperation with Unicef. We have translated the video text. The recording of
the voiceover will take place in 2022 by the same studio that did the breastfeeding series.
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Pictures:

Pregnant women attending a
training

Health workers attending a
training

The hygiene kit that we give
to village clinics

Health workers received a
‘hygiene kit’ after attending
breastfeeding training

Health workers training

Training of pregnant women

Training of pregnant women

Women showing pregnancy
calendar and breastfeeding
DVD that they received

Pregnant women in a
training showing their copy
of the breastfeeding DVD
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Statistics:
Trained in 2021:
Pregnant women
Mothers-in-law
Men (husbands, fathersin-law)
Health workers
Total beneficiaries

Number of villages
27
27
40

Number trained
691
214
291

105

127
1323

Materials
Pregnancy calendar
DVDs with breastfeeding videos
Covid-prevention-hygiene-kits

Total handed out
750
240
105

Staffing:
1 expat volunteer
4 Tajik trainers

Amount spent in 2021:
369,385.73 TJS

Comments:
The pandemic did not cause any major disruptions to our work this year and most trainings could
happen as planned. It did affect the availability of health workers though, who were often busy with
either treating Covid-19 patients or with vaccinations, on top of their regular work. It was hard to
organise our trainings for them, but we eventually managed to conduct the number of trainings we
had planned.
Our Mother and Child Healthcare project in Bokhtar will temporary close due to the end of the 4-year
project cycle from our donor and the absence of the expat volunteers for the first part of 2022. We
hope to restart in 2022 second quarter of the year.
Stories:
All pregnant women who participate in the 6-week training receive a little gift at the end. After
receiving this, one woman commented: thank you for this gift, but the most important gift is what you
gave me here – and she pointed to her head. She realised that the knowledge she gained was more
valuable than anything else!
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One man participated in the training for men, as a father-in-law. During the training he received a
copy of the pregnancy calendar. We met with him again a few months after the training. He told us
the following: ‘You did not just give us a book, you gave us a doctor! With this book we now have a
doctor in our house. Whenever we have a health question, we find the answer in this book. It has
helped us so much. We already know exactly which page we need to go to for each topic.’
A health worker who participated in the breastfeeding training met a young mother that same day
with difficulties breastfeeding and a cracked nipple. Because she had just been in the training, she
was now able to give the correct advice and help the mother to attach the baby better to the breast.
As a result, the mother had less pain and produced more breastmilk, the baby was more satisfied and
growing well, and the health worker had increased confidence in her skills!
As part of the evaluation of our project, we asked a random selection of participants in each village
what their ‘most significant change’ was from the program. Some quotes:
From pregnant women:
• “I am eating fruit and vegetables. I have enough milk for my child this time and don't have to
spend money on buying artificial milk but can use this to buy healthier food.”
• “I thought food was just meant to fill your stomach. Now I know that it helps you to stay
healthy. I am eating more meat and vegetables and feel so much better.”
• “The change for me was that when my child had fever, I breastfed him frequently and cooled
his body with water and in this way he became better without needing any injections or
medication.”
From men:
• “I now pay more attention to what we eat and to hygiene. I learned when I need to take her
to a doctor.” (husband)
• “As father-in-law, I am responsible for my daughter-in-law and have to make sure that
everything is prepared in case she needs to go to the hospital” (father-in-law)
Men also realised how they can influence others to improve the rights of women:
• “I will teach my sons this, who can then teach their future wives.” (husband)
• “What I learnt I can share with my daughters and neighbours. Maybe I can save a life by
doing this.” (father-in-law)
From a mother-in-law:
•

“I pay more attention to what we are eating and especially my pregnant daughter-in-law. I
learnt that eating fruit and vegetables is important. After giving birth, my daughter-in-law
had problems with constipation but I let her eat fruit and vegetables and she was well.”
(Culturally, they don’t let pregnant women eat fruit and vegetables for the first months after
giving birth, so this is a big change.)
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2. B
Medical Training Project in Tursunzoda
Objectives:
A. Developing community health by training local medical doctors.
✓

Providing proper medical tools and the knowledge of how-to-use those tools.

✓

Offering the most current information in accordance with evidence-based medicine.

✓

Advising on difficult medical problems.

B. Encouraging long term and continuous medical development through the application of a
constructed medical database.

People Focus:
•

Doctors who work at the policlinic, village doctors and nurses who provide medical services
in each village

Locations:
•

The polyclinic and the 28 remote village medical centres.

Activities:
•

Education and Training
1. SAI organized a medical seminar regarding the prevention and management of COVID19 and carried it out at 5 village medical centres, which are Sarkor, Frunze, Leninism,
Batosh and Paikand medical centres.
2. SAI provided a medical seminar regarding the diagnosis and management of diabetes at
2 village medical centres, which are Sarkor and Paikand medical centres.
3. In the situation of Corona virus-19 pandemic, SAI continued to give instructions and
advice concerning the prevention and management of COVID-19 to medical workers in
village medical centers, supplying antiseptics and preventive masks to the Furunje,
Leninism, Sarkor Batosh and Paikand medical centers.
4. SAI provided medical workers with glucometers and more disposable materials such as
gluco-strips and gluco-needles which are demanded for diagnosing and managing
diabetes so that doctors can use them as much as necessary.
5. SAI gave medical advice concerning the management of diabetes and on some
occasions visited patients together with local doctors.
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Diabetes Seminars in several villages

Sarkor

Paikand
COVID-19 Seminar

Batosh

Leninism

Relief Work
1. Through the year 2021, the period of COVID-19 pandemic, SAI supplied 6 Oxygen
generators, 130 Portable pulse oximeters to the Tursunzoda Medical Centre (polyclinic)
so that it could be to each village medical centre. In addition, SAI provided 4 Large
antiseptics and 78 preventive masks to village medical centres.
2. SAI started relief work of providing medical helps for persons who cannot receive a
proper medical service because of economic limitation.
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Providing Personal Preventive Gear, Pulse Oximeters and Oxygen Generators

Statistics:
Location

Activities

Instruments and Gears

Provision of Diagnostic and

130 portable pulse oximeters

Therapeutic Instruments

and 6 oxygen generators

Frunze

1 Medical Seminar, Education

50 strips, 50 needles,

Leninism

1 Medical Seminar, Education

50 strips, 1 antiseptic, 30 masks

Sarkor

2 Medical Seminars, Education

Batosh

1 Medical Seminar, Education

Paikand

2 Medical Seminar, Education

Office

Individual patient

Polyclinic

1 glucometer, 100 strips
100 needles, 2 antiseptic, 23 masks

1 glucometer, 50 strips
50 needles, 1 antiseptic, 25 masks
Medicines for DM management
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Total locations: 7

Medical seminars offered:
5 COVID-19 seminars, 2 DM seminars
COVID-19 seminars (49),
Diabetes seminars (10)
Diabetes program
Objectives:
- Enable Children and adults with diabetes to live long, happy and healthy lives and have the
correct knowledge

-

Enable doctors to give good support to children and adults living with diabetes and prevent
complications

-

Work together with The Republican Clinical Centre of Endocrinology in its communication
with Life for a child and their support of children with diabetes.

People Focus:
Endocrinologists, children with type 1 diabetes, parents of children with diabetes and other people
with diabetes and their families.
Activities:
Tursunzoda District
International diabetes day was on the 14 November. Also: the year 2021 – 2022 is the centenary of
the discovery of insulin which has been life saving for children with diabetes. We held an “Insulin
100” celebration and teaching course in Tursunzoda at the local clinic.
In addition we gave a glucometer and test strips and a register book to Tursunzoda doctors to help
them in their work.
Rudaki district
In December 2021 in Rudaki district we worked with the local endocrinologist and nurse to give out
packets containing food, toiletries and toys to children with diabetes from poor families
Children’s endocrinology department at the Dushanbe City hospital No 1
We also went to the children’s endocrinology department and supported them with gifts (albums,
colouring in books, pencils and design rulers) for New year. We also showed them and gave many
different children there the Professor Bumblebee video which helps them in understanding the
condition.
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Suitable food for diabetes day

Learning to use the design ruler

Staffing:
1 expat volunteer
Amount spent in 2021:
Diabetes program
111.047,03TJS
General program
107. 524.23 TJS
Total spent:
218.571,26 TJS
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Category 3:
SAI – AGRICULTURAL PROJECTS
3.A
Agricultural training project in Khatlon
Objectives:
SAI’s overall focus is to improve opportunities for families (both male and female headed
households) in rural communities to improve their income using sustainable business methods. The
agricultural project aims to:
-

Support innovative agricultural techniques and assist low income households in the Khatlon
region.
Increase the profit potential of sustainable businesses in rural communities where the project
works.
Encourage the increased use of (environmentally) sustainable business practices and technology.

People Focus:
Families in rural Khatlon. We balance more poor and inexperienced families with more experienced
farmers, so the beneficiaries can support each other and learn from each other.
Locations:
Assistance International kept advising and monitoring their greenhouse and tree beneficiaries in the
following districts: Vakhsh, Bokhtar city, Kushoniyon.
Additionally, training and monitoring were done in the following districts and villages:

District / Ноҳия

Village / Деҳа

Vakhsh (Вахш)

Lenin (дехаи Ленин, ҷм. Киров)
Lenin 2 (дехаи Ленин 2, ҷм. Киров)
Pakhtaobod (дехаи Пахтаобод)
Pakhtaobod 3 (дехаи Пахтаобод 3)
Chorgulteppa (дехаи Чоргултеппа)
Mardatsoy (дехаи Мардатсой, ҷм. Киров)
Navkoram (деҳаи Навкорам)
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Rohi naw (дехаи Рохи Нав)
Centre-Masha’l (деҳаи Марказ, ҷм. Машаъл)
Azimobod (деҳаи Азимобод, ҷм. Машъал)
Mehrobod (деҳаи Меҳробод, ҷм. Машъал)
Abdurahmoni Jomi (Абдураҳмони Ҷоми)

Khuroson (дехаи Хуросон, ҷ. Якатут)
Jomi (деҳаи Ҷоми, ҷ. Якатут)

Kushonion (Kушониён)

Guliston (деҳаи Гулистан)
Khushobiyon (дехаи Хушобиён)
Lermantov (деҳаи Лермантов)
Hayoti nav (деҳаи Ҳаёти Нав)
Somoniyon (кучаи Сомониён)
Qizil- Bairak (деҳаи Кизил-Байрак, ҷ. Мехнатобод)
Mehanizator (дехаи Механизатор, ҷ. Бустонқалъа)

Bokhtar city (шари Бохтар)

Mahallai Sarchashma (маҳаллаи сарчашма)

Levakand city (шари Левакант)

Zagertut (деҳаи Загертут, ҷм. Ваҳдат)

Khuroson (Хуросон)

Sarband (деҳаи Сарбанд, ҷм.Қизиқалъа )
Buryobofon (деҳаи Бурёбофон, ҷм.Қизиқалъа)

Activities:
The year 2021 was the last year of this agriculture program that ran from 2016-2021.
Q1 (January 1- March 31)
1. Connecting with communities to initiate new training in villages.
2. Training on winter tree pruning. At the end of this training 41 pruning shears were given to
beneficiaries, so they could put into practice what they have learned.
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3. Environmental lesson series (which includes training on the dangers of chemical sprays and
the safe use of chemicals, training on natural sprays and methods, training on the
preparation and use of compost.)
4. Advice to 6 tree and greenhouse beneficiaries (on their request).
Q2 (April 1 - June 30)
1. Training on winter tree pruning in 1 village (Jomi village). As the pruning season was ending,
we continued with the environmental lesson series.
2. Environmental lesson series (which includes training on the dangers of chemical sprays and
the safe use of chemicals, training on natural sprays and methods, training on the
preparation and use of compost).
3. During this quarter, our staff gave advice to 4 tree and greenhouse beneficiaries (on their
request), and organised two advice sessions on growing seedlings and vegetables in
greenhouses in Khuroson village and in Jomi village. This advice was provided alongside our
other lessons, on request of the participants.
Q3 (July 1 - September 30)
1. Monitoring the spring results of our greenhouse and fruit tree beneficiaries.
Most of our greenhouse beneficiaries had a good spring harvest of vegetables. On average,
they made better profit than in previous seasons. (See also the table with some results from
this year’s monitoring below).
2. Training on tree care. This training included nutrition, summer tree care and winter tree
pruning. After the lesson, 69 beneficiaries were given small tree pruning shears.
3. Training and demonstration of solar soil disinfection.
4. Environmental lesson series. The lesson series consists of lessons about the dangers of
chemical sprays and the safe use of those, natural sprays and methods, the preparation and
use of compost.
5. Our staff gave advice to 4 tree and greenhouse beneficiaries (on their request).
6. 3 specialist advice sessions were organised on growing vegetables in greenhouses, in the
villages Zagertut (in Vahdat jamoat), Lenin-2 (in Kirov jamoat), and in Mekhanizator (in
Bustonqal’a jamoat). This advice was provided alongside our other lessons, on request of the
participants.
Q4 (October 1 - December 31)
As 2021 was the last year of this agriculture program (2016-2021) the last quarter of the year was
spent with monitoring and evaluating the project, as well as writing reports to international donors.
1. Interviewing training attendees about the impact of our agriculture trainings on their life
We interviewed 23 people from 10 different villages.
2. Making an inventory to see how many big greenhouses were built this year in the design
introduced by SAI.
This year 20 families built the new design greenhouse with help from the builder that worked
with SAI on the new design, or who got the improved design from SAI’s agricultural
consultant. Over the course of the whole project (2016-2021) a total of 88 families (who
were not our direct beneficiaries) built an improved greenhouse.
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3. Organizing a closing meeting with SAI’s fruit tree and greenhouse beneficiaries.
During this meeting the cooperation with these farmers was officially ended. Farmers will
keep the greenhouses and fruit trees that they have received and will continue to use the
new skills and methods learned.
Some results and impact of this program (2016-2021):
During the project we have annually monitored the profit that our greenhouse beneficiaries made
from selling vegetables. The table below shows that over the years the income from their
greenhouses has increased.

Increased profit for spring vegetable harvests in SAI greenhouses (in TJS)
2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Average profit all greenhouses

2763

2658

2596

3828

4402

Average profit small greenhouses
(inexperienced growers at start of
project)

1521

1108

2335

2811

2882

Average profit big greenhouses
(experienced growers)

4005

4208

3174

4845

5585

We also asked our beneficiaries what their overall experience has been participating in this program.
Greenhouse beneficiaries mentioned that they have learned to produce vegetables all year through,
whereas at the start of the program they struggled to produce a harvest in autumn. All our
greenhouse beneficiaries mentioned that learning new growing methods and skills has helped to
increase their family income. This is the main goal of the project, to improve livelihood for vulnerable
families.
The fruit trees have developed well and produce good quality fruit. The fruit has been used by
beneficiaries for domestic consumption. One family also sold some of their fruit on the market.
Tree beneficiaries mentioned that the most important change the project has brought them is the
skill of tree pruning, which they can keep using in the future. Also, the good quality fruit helps to save
on family expenses, as they now do not have to buy fruit from the market.
We spent the last quarter monitoring and evaluating the impact of our training. We can conclude
that the environmental lesson series has been helpful. People gained new knowledge, for example,
about the dangers of pesticides.
Before our lesson on that topic, many participants didn’t think pesticides) had any dangers. After the
lesson, people understood more about the dangers of pesticides.
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People also told us they intend to use chemical sprays in a safer manner, as our lessons made them
aware of the benefits of protective clothing.
Training participants that participated in training on solar soil disinfection, tree care or in the
environmental lesson series, mostly mentioned that the most important impact of the project for
them was that they had learned new skills.
Some people said that since they had learned tree pruning themselves, they saved expenses on a
workman to come prune their trees, or that they could even use this skill to make more income for
their family by hiring themselves out to prune orchards.
“I learned about tree pruning, preparing natural sprays and the dangers of chemical
pesticides. Most important to me is learning tree pruning, because now I can prune my trees
myself, without paying someone else to do it.”

People who learnt how to prepare natural sprays not only mentioned how these are safer for their
health, but also a lot cheaper than chemical pesticides.
“I have understood that chemical sprays are risky for my health and I use more natural sprays
now, because they are easy to prepare and since they cost (almost) nothing to make, I save
on our budget too!”

Tree pruning training and handing out pruning shears
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Training in the environmental lesson series

Solar soil disinfection demonstration

Closing meeting with some greenhouse and fruit tree beneficiaries
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Statistics:
Training 2021

Participants
men

women

Total

Training and demonstration of Solar Soil Disinfection

58

50

108

Training on Tree Pruning

117

87

204

Environmental lesson series 1
Dangers of chemical pesticides

88

46

134

Environmental lesson series 2
Natural sprays

75

71

146

Environmental lesson series 3
Compost

82

54

136

TOTAL NUMBER OF PEOPLE TRAINED
(Note: The total is less than the sum of people trained
in the different lessons, because often the same
people come to more than one lesson.)

207

124

331

Greenhouse and fruit tree beneficiaries (2016-2021)
men

women

children

Greenhouses (20 households)

30

44

36

Orchard (20 households)

40

40

72

Drip irrigation (5 households)

7

9

8

Total (38 households)
Note: The total is less than the sum of people in the
different projects, because families can profit from
different projects (eg. greenhouse and drip irrigation,
or families that have both trees and a greenhouse).
People are only counted once for the total.

64

74

99
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Successes and Challenges:
Evaluating the project has been encouraging. It is good to look back and see some of the changes
that our project has contributed to. Most beneficiaries that we provided with greenhouses or fruit
trees and trained in new methods have already proven that they can continue to flourish on their
own.
As those beneficiaries were meant to be ‘demonstrations’, we have shifted our involvement with
them from more intensive training at the start of the project, to only advice and monitoring from
2020 onward, when we focused our training on new communities.
The effect of the ‘demonstration greenhouses’ continues to show, as we see a lot of new
greenhouses built in the model introduced by this project. Other growers have seen the success of
this new design and learn effective methods from each other. We think these improvements will not
disappear, but rather spread further.
Story, saying or quote:
“Before I participated in this project, I had no greenhouse. Now I have become the owner of a
greenhouse and the economic condition of my family has improved a lot. We grow 2-3 crops a year
in the greenhouse. It is most important to me that we are now fruitfully using the soil by our house
and that the greenhouse provides a job and income for me and my family. This is important because
now I can take better care of my children, they get good products and treatment. Also, from the
extra income we made, I could buy a cow and build a stable for it.”
A single mother with two children

Staffing:
●
●

4 local employees
1 expat volunteer

Finances: amount spent for 2021:

151,442.91 TJS
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Category 4:
SAI PARTNERSHIPS WITH LOCAL NGO’S

4.A
SAI working in partnership with POZ ( Public Organisation of Zarafshon)
Food and Herb Processing project
SAI - POZ project: "Increasing knowledge and skills of rural women in the Zarafshon Valley, through
vocational training in cooking, canning, baking, herb and berry processing, and thereby improving
nutrition and health of their families."
Objectives:
A. Develop better community health and living circumstances.
B. To develop vocational trainings for women in the villages of Subdistrict (Jamoat) of Shamtuch
(Veshab, Shamtuch, Darg, Kazdon, Utogar) in:
1. Food and herb processing
2. Gardening in a kitchen garden in the village and beside the training centre
3. Dairy production (cheese, yoghurt, pasteurizing milk)
4. Sewing, crochet
5. Housekeeping, hosting guests
6. Maintaining a healthy lifestyle individually, as a family and as a community
C: Practice groups: To improve the skills people already learned in the past three years in the
village of Veshab. This autumn the group started for the first time to hold small trainings by
themselves. They also took their products to be sold on the market in some villages and to
Dushanbe.
People Focus: Women in Veshab and east Zarafshon valley.
Locations:
Community centre Veshab, Dashti soya ru, Dashtak , and Dahana.
Activities:
1. At the beginning of the year a yearly plan and a budget was made.
2. Close to the skills training centre POZ could buy a piece of land (200 m2) which was a former
stable. In February and March, one wall was taken down and the soil was prepared for planting
potatoes. When the soil is getting stronger, we hope to have a bigger variety of vegetables and
fruits for the centre and as a new training place beside the Dashtak. The cattle troughs were used
for seeding and herbs.
3. We organised a training for about 50 people at the end of May. The attendants learned to
prepare a table, decorate it and to cook and serve the meals in a nice way. They also learned how
to plan a healthy menu for a whole week In advance.
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Making noodles for a soup

With leaders from Ayni

Housewarming party

4. A training was held for young women from Veshab. Most of them knew the centre already and
we were like a big family. In the mornings were baking and canning lessons, in the afternoons we
sewed hearts out of flannel (a soft material), filled it with cotton and dry lavender flowers for a
good sleep and against moths.
5. The second and third training was for women from three other villages from the subdistrict
Shamtuch.
6. This year the production group installed a water pipe at the Dasht, to have better water
provision for some vegetables and herbs. In the garden of the Dashtak we made a crop rotation.
So, this year again a lot of weeding.
7. A camp for the training of school kids in the centre was organised in August

Garden and cattle troughs
in Dahana

Dessert plate for the mothers

Boys and girls together

8. In the garden we could harvest a lot of green beans and other vegetables, herbs, and potatoes.
9. In October, the workers from the production group and the volunteers from the skills training
centre held their first training on their own in the community centre in Veshab.
10. From the rosehips the women produced many jars of jam.
11. During a few weeks the workers were busy with getting ready for the Christmas market in
Dushanbe. They could sell many of their locally made products.
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Grape vinegar

Picking sea buck thorn

Herbal training in October

Winter in Zarafshon valley

Christmas market at Serena Hotel

End of the year meeting

Training

Place

Duration Participants

Cooking, baking

Veshab

7 days

27

108

Cooking, baking

Dahana

11

27

108

Cheese factoring, dairy products

Veshab

5

11

44

Herbal products, ointments, …

Veshab

3

8

32

Sewing, crafts

Dahana

8

36

144

Housekeeping, hosting guests

Dahana

18

22

88

52 days

131

524

Total of Trainings in 2021

Indirect beneficiaries

Production/ practice

Place

Days

Number of people

Beneficiaries

Gardening

Veshab/Dasht

30

14

64

14

12

48

Herbal products
Drying fruits, vinegar

Dasht/Veshab

11

9

36

Canning

Veshab

47

57

228
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Bazar and other special days

Dif. places

16

116

464

Warming house party for people of Veshab

Dahana

1

About 500 people

500

119

208

1332

Practice days in 2021
Staffing:
1 expat volunteer, food processing project coordinator
3 part-time Tajik workers

4 local volunteers, trainees for the skills training centre during the trainings
6 local volunteers, trainers, for the trainings in September till December.

Small Business Funding:
•
The production group made a contract to buy a milk
cow, which will give birth in spring. In the fund money is
included to buy feed as well. The feed they bought for a
good price in September. The cow, was bought in October
and should give birth to her third calf in month of March.
They will pay back with milk, yoghurt, and cheese till end of
September 2022. The cow will stay in the village or Dahana
during summer.
•

Since we had good result with the fund for potato seedlings last year, this year we
received funds to buy seedlings this autumn.

Successes:
•
•

•
•
•

After four years, women from Veshab are getting more self-confident in producing jam,
syrup, tomato sauce apple rings, nicely dried apricots, and mulberries themselves.
The workers and the trainees get used to eat more fruits and vegetables and the cooks to
prepare more healthy food. To improve the nutrition and have more variety we plan to
do more trainings on gardening.
The rosehip and sea buckthorn jam are getting popular, as well other wild berries, which
are not so sensitive to the frost in spring.
The skills training centre in Dahana gets more known in the region. The women who
came, really enjoyed and were thankful for what they learned.
We received funding to get a good “transformer” and new, strong power lines. Since July
the electricity system in the skills training centre is good. For the future we must look for
alternative energies.

Amount spent for 2021:

140.872,10 TJS
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4.B
SAI - Subcontracted work with CAPS
Objectives:
CAPS (Central Asian Partnership) is partnering together with SAI (Assistance International) to improve
opportunities for families in rural communities. CAPS does this by improving household income
through small business start-ups, accompanied by training on public health issues. In this cooperation
SAI provides funding, mentoring and capacity building to CAPS.
CAPS submits their own reports to the government.
In December 2021 a new MOU was made between SAI (Assistance International) and CAPS (Central
Asian Partnership) to facilitate humanitarian aid to the community of Afghan refugees located in
Tajikistan.
Staffing:
Administrative support, training and monitoring of this program is given part time by SAI staff:
1 expat volunteer
Estimated amount spent for 2021: 1.086.675 TJS
(576500 TJS general funding and 510175 TJS funding for humanitarian aid)
This is money that SAI has entrusted to CAPS for the above mentioned projects. CAPS will deliver its
own financial reports.
Amount spent by SAI for mentoring CAPS for 2021: 204 TJS
This is money that SAI spent itself, to facilitate the coaching and instruction of CAPS staff.
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5.
FINANCES
TOTAL AMOUNT OF MONEY SPENT IN 2021 ON ALL PROJECTS
Date of
Submission

1

Tursunzoda

2

Bokhtar

3

Kulob

4

Zarafshon
(POZ)

5

Chorbogh

6

Dushanbe

7

CAPS

Project Name
STC
TTP
Medical
Agriculture
MCH
STC

Quarter ->

Sewing
Admin.
Medical

19-apr-21
Q1
39.494,69
34.000,67

27-jul-21

15-okt-21

Q2

Q3

Sub-Total

60.778,30
27.847,00

42.302,37
11.609,38

6.311,78
36.538,56
109.673,07
50.410,15

9.791,22
34.071,84
67.364,05
101.699,08

80.046,28
32.478,50
54.913,50
46.128,04

29.470,50

28.824,59

63.164,01
0,00
0,00
282.000,00

Q4
59.771,86

30.358,35

202.347,22
105.601,43
111.047,03
151.442,91
369.385,73
228.595,62

37.315,00

45.062,00

140.672,09

36.368,66

23.435,70

47.393,97

0,00
0,00
140.000,00

0,00
0,00
0,00

0,00

170.362,34
157.569,93
11.095,89
1.086.675,00
0,00

32.144,38
14.897,75
48.354,01
137.435,11

11.095,89
664.675,00

2.734.795,19

Total (TJS)

Total amount spent (against average exchange rate in 2021) in Euros:

203.633,28

Total amount spent (against average exchange rate in 2021) in U.S. Dollars:

242.017,25

These amounts EXCLUDE all the salaries and living expenses of expatriate workers (volunteers).
All this money went directly into the different project expenses.

On behalf of the SAI team in Tajikistan:
Mrs. I. De Jong Hofma
International Director
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